
Powering Your Information Security,

With Human-Like Intelligence
Cognni autonomously maps your critical M365 information; 

effortlessly understanding otherwise invisible information to 
show you what is shared, where it lives, and how it flows.

your information with unrivalled

scope and granularity

Autonomously classifies

every month by  compiling 
unique insights

Saves 100s of labor hours 

into how information flows 
and who is involved

Enables investigation

by bringing Intelligence to 
Microsoft Security 

Powers your protection 

Cognni Works for You:

Autonomously, at Machine Speed and Scale

Dynamically, to Best Understand Your Information

Out of the Box, with No Interruptions

Sign up in  for your FREE 14-day trial!just 5 minutes

 Visit www.cognni.ai Email success@cognni.ai

M365 Monitoring for:

Teams OneDrive

Exchange SharePoint

70+ Out of the Box 
Information Categories, 
Covering:

Legal


Financial


HR


Governance


Business

http://www.Cognni.ai
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Oliver Samuel
330+ information 
categories, out-of-the-box, including:



Information protection begins with knowing what 
information you have and where it lives.

 We shift the focus of information 
classification beyond regulated 
keyword & term searches to uncover 
abstract critical information. 

How does Cognni provide superior coverage?

Your Company’s 
Critical Information

HR - Recruitment, Descipline...

Finance - Salaries, Accounting...

Governance - Committees...

Business - SOW...

Legal - POA, Agreements...  

GDPR Information

Personal Info

Credit card numbers

Social security 
numbers

Regulated data

Cognni

Others We use the entire context of a file 
to understand what information 
is contained, like a human. 

2.

By knowing your information, our AI 
understands your M365 environment to 
autonomously assess information sprawl 
and reveal undiagnosed leakages.

3.

Using our intelligence, we work with 
Microsoft Information Protection (MIP) 
to automate your classification and 
protection.

4.

Cognni maps and classifies critical information in the M365 space. Our AI-Powered SaaS software 
enables big data analysis to provide a complete mapping and oversight solution. 

Suitable for companies of any size and from all industries.


